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Development of a spatio-Temporal Autoregressive (STAR) 
Model Using Spatio-Temporal Weights Matrices 

 
 

Jean Dubé et Diègo Legros* 
 
 
 
This paper addresses the development of a statistical model for spatial data collected 
over time, such as real estate data. A spatio-temporal autoregressive (STAR) model, 
based on spatial and temporal weight matrices, is proposed. The spatial and 
temporal weight matrices are used to develop simple spatio-temporal weight 
matrices. The model is obtained using existing spatio-temporal lag models (STLM) 
and spatial error models (SEM). The STAR model explicitly considers possible local 
temporal dynamic effects as well as spatial spillover effects given time reality. The 
model is then applied to empirical investigation using real estate data on apartments 
sold in Paris, between 1990 and 2001, and hedonic modelling using data. 
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1 IntrodutionThe problem of spatial dependene between observations has been reognized inliterature for forty years (Cli� and Ord, 1969; Anselin, 2010). Spatial autoorre-lation is multidiretional, as opposed to the lassial unidiretional temporal auto-orrelation problem in time series analysis. This omplexity explains why spatialautoorrelation has reeived suh attention, sine it an have various onsequeneson estimated oe�ients and variane, depending on sample size. (Gri�th, 2005 ;Lesage and Pae, 2009).Most of the spatial eonometri methods rely on the onstrution of an �exoge-nous� spatial weight matrix, and literature on the struture of these matries isquite extensive (Gri�th, 1996; Getis and Aldstadt, 2004; Getis, 2009). However,the exogenous spatial weight matrix is developed in a stritly spatial ontext andis based on geographi distanes or ontiguity relations (Chaso and Lopez, 2008).Little attention has been paid to the importane and impat of using a stritly spa-tial weight matrix in spatio-temporal analysis for data that is di�erent from theonventional panels (Hsiao, 2003; Baltagi, 2003, 2005) or pseudo-panels (Deaton,1985; Hekman and Robb, 1985; Mo�tt, 1993) struture.The �rst law of geography states that �everything is related to everything else,but loser things more so� (Tobler, 1979), however, time reality suggests that futureobservations annot in�uene past observations. Sine spae and time are di�erentdimensions with di�erent harateristis, it is quite plausible to believe that the useof spatial statistis and models has to be adjusted to aount for the time dimension.As argued by Dubé and Legros (2010), the uses of a spatial weight matrix in a spatio-temporal ontext may lead to overestimation of the spatial dependene path whenspatial data is olleted over time. If the overestimation is signi�ant, this may leadto a problem similar to that in time series analysis: unit root of the oe�ient on thelagged variable (Fingleton, 1999; Lee and Yu, 2009). This problem an have severalimpliations for estimated oe�ients sine it an produe spurious regression and3



results.Spatio-temporal lag models (STLM) have been developed to address this prob-lem by reating spatial and temporal weight matries (Pae et al., 1998, 2000; Tuet al., 2004; Sun et al., 2005). The matrix produt uses in STLM attempt to ap-ture indiretly spatio-temporal aspets. However, this approah may ompliatethe interpretation of suh e�ets. The development of a STLM based on a singlespatio-temporal weight matrix (Smith and Wu, 2009) an be seen as a simple inno-vation in the development of more sophistiated versions of spatio-temporal models.However, the development of weight matries remains a major hallenge (Gri�th,1981; Gri�th, 1996; Getis and Aldstadt, 2004; Fingleton, 2009; Getis, 2009). Thesarity of researh related to the importane and the impat of the temporal dimen-sion in spatial modelling, when data is di�erent from onventional panel struture,reinfores the main objetive of this paper.This paper proposes a spatio-temporal autoregressive (STAR) model based onSTLM and spatial error models (SEM), by onstruting di�erent spatio-temporalweight matries that apture both temporal dynami e�ets in a spatial ontext andspatial dependene e�ets in a temporal ontext. The spatio-temporal matries aredeveloped to aount for the unidiretionality of temporal e�et for a given viinity,and multidiretional spatial spillover e�et for a given time period. In other words,di�erent matries are developed to apture temporal e�ets in a spatial ontext aswell as spatial e�ets in a temporal ontext. The model is then estimated usingapartments sold in Paris (Frane) between 1990 and 2001. The results suggest thatthe temporal dynami e�et in a spatial ontext and the spatial dependene e�etin a temporal ontext are both highly signi�ant.The paper is divided into six setions. The �rst setion proposes a brief overviewof existing spatio-temporal appliations in real estate, and underlines the importaneof orretly modelling the spatial dependene pattern in a spatial and temporal on-text that is di�erent from the panel or pseudo-panel ontext. The seond setion4



presents the STAR model proposed, based on the onstrution of di�erent spatialand temporal weight matries to obtain spatio-temporal weight matries by usingthe Hadamard produt. The third setion presents data used to estimate the model,while the fourth setion disusses the estimation results of a hedoni prie modelapplied to Paris, Frane. The �fth setion disusses the advantages and drawbaksof the developed STAR model while suggesting several promising avenues for futureresearh. The �nal setion proposes a brief onlusion that underlines the ontribu-tion of the paper to real estate researh in partiular, and to eonomi geographyand regional siene in general.2 Existing spatio-temporal models in real estateReal estate is a spei� researh �eld in whih spatial dimension may have an impor-tant e�et on prie determination while sales data are olleted ontinuously overtime. Both dimensions an have an in�uene on market valuation depending on thesize of the two dimensions (Dubé et al., 2011a; Dubé et al., 2011b). It is widelyaepted that prie is largely related to spae in real estate, as the adage �loation,loation, loation� states. However, the temporal dimension an also have a signi�-ant in�uene on house pries, given that prie hanges are partly in�uened by theeonomi onjunture.Reently, the development of panel eonometri tehniques has been extendedto spatial data struture (Elhorst, 2003; Anselin et al., 2006 ; Anselin, 2007 ; Yuet al., 2008, Yu and Lee, 2010; Monteiro and Kukenova, 2009; Lee and Yu, 2010).However, this work relies on the ase where spatial data is repeated over time,whih is not neessarily the ase for real estate transations. As an be seen withthe repeated sales approah used to onstrut the prie index, frequently-sold housesrepresent only a small part of the total sample (Case and Shiller, 1989; Abraham andShauman, 1991; Clapp et al., 1991; Dubé et al., 2011b). These partiularities of the5



data prompted the development of new adapted models, suh as the spatio-temporallag model (STLM).STLMs (Pae et al., 1998, 2000) are a natural extension of the spatial autore-gressive (SAR) models (LeSage and Pae, 2009) that are largely doumented andused in spatial eonometris (equation 1).
(I − ρW )y = Xβ + e (1)Where y is a vetor of a dependent variable, W is a weight matrix, X is amatrix of independent variables, β is a vetor of oe�ients to be estimated and eis an error term supposed to be independent and identially distributed. The maindi�erene between the SAR and STLM lies in the spei�ation of the weight matrixused in the estimation of the autoregressive parameter (equation 2 and 3). Whilethe SAR model is based on a spatial weight matrix (equation 2), S, STLM usesa spatial weight matrix, temporal weight matrix, T , and matrix produts of bothweight matries (equation 3). The matrix produts, ST and TS then aount forindiret spatio-temporal e�ets that ould not otherwise be aptured.

W = S (2)
W = ψSS + ψTT + ψSTST + ψTSTS (3)Where ψS, ψT , ψST and ψTS are unknown oe�ients to be estimated. The spatialweight matrix is based on geographi distane between observations (equation 4)while the temporal matrix is de�ned, assuming that observations are hronologiallyordered from the earliest to the latest1, by a lower triangular matrix of singular values(equation 5).1This simpli�es the onstrution of the matrix and impliitly assumes that all past observationsan potentially in�uene atual observations while future (and some present) observations have noin�uene on urrent observations. 6
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(5)
Tu et al. (2004) and Sun and Tu (2005) generalized the STLM approah byusing di�erent possibilities for spatial e�ets. Applied to the ondominium realestate market, the authors deompose the spatial e�et into two distint e�ets: thebuilding e�et, S1, and the neighbourhood e�et, S2. The spatio-temporal matrixthen takes on a more omplex expression (equation 6).

W = ψS1
S1 + ψS2

S2 + ψTT + ψS1TS1T+

ψS2TS2T + ψTS1
TS1 + ψTS2

TS2

(6)Where ψS1
, ψS2

, ψT , ψS1T , ψS2T , ψTS1
and ψTS2

are unknown oe�ients to beestimated.In both STLM spei�ations, the spatial weight matrix is based on a distanedeay funtion or ontiguity matrix, and no distintion is impliitly made with re-gard to the time dimension. The form of the temporal weight matrix supposes thatonly past observations have a potential e�et on present observations. The mainhypothesis of the STLM is that spatial and temporal dimensions have distint e�etsand an be identi�ed using many matries in the spei�ation of the autoregressiveproess. However, by using a general multidiretional spatial weight matrix in the7



general spatio-temporal expression (equations 3 and 6), the model impliitly sup-poses that past observations an be in�uened by future observations. This e�et isaptured through the estimated oe�ients ψS or ψS1
and ψS2

. It also supposes thatthe real estate market has a perfet memory of past sales sine the same weight (ofone) is attributed to the lower element of the temporal matrix. Moreover, it negletsthe possibility of interation over the same time period, the potential in�uene ofany lose future observation2 and estimates only the indiret spatio-temporal e�ets,as measured by the oe�ients assoiates with the matries produt, ψST and ψTSor ψS1T , ψS2T , ψTS1
and ψTS2

.These situations may lead to overestimation or bias in the spatial autoregressiveparameter sine spae and time are not neutral dimensions and annot be separated(Dubé and Legros, 2010 forthoming). The real estate market does not neessarilyhave an independent spatial struture and an independent temporal struture butprobably does have a unique spatio-temporal struture that has to be synthesized bymatries that onsider both dimensions simultaneously. If spatial proximity e�etis largely reognized, it is hard to ignore the time dimension of the e�et. As Smithand Wu (2009) noted: �sine housing pries are well known to be in�uened by thepries of reent house sales nearby, one must allow for the possible spatio-temporaldependenies between suh pries�. In other words, if urrently observed pries arein�uened by past sales pries, it is likely that the in�uene is onentrated on a fewpast time periods.Smith and Wu (2009) proposed another way of formalizing the spatio-temporalstruture in the real estate market. They �rst suggest that the hedoni prie equa-tion should adopt an autoregressive proess (equation 1), as previously presented,but use a unique spatio-temporal spei�ation of the weight matrix instead of sepa-rate spatial and temporal weight matries, and speify the spatio-temporal lag on thedependent variable only. The spatio-temporal weight matrix is based on a threshold2Sine it is possible that both houses were ative in the market at the same time.8



time interval as well as a threshold distane ut-o�. They suggest that the param-eter assoiated with the spatio-temporal lagged dependent variable should measurethe intensity of the strength of prie dependenies. Then, it is assumed that thetemporal dependene e�et ould be modelled through a temporal autoregressiveproess among residuals (7).
e = D(ρ)e+ C(ρ)u (7)Where D(ρ) and C(ρ) are, respetively, lower triangular and diagonal matriesthat apture the temporal e�et of the prie dynami and u is a white noise term.The struture of the matrix expliitly onsiders that there is no simultaneity in spaeand in time, whih simpli�es the analysis.The di�erent models assume that the temporal e�et an be modelled inde-pendently of the spatial ontext while the spatial ontext should aount for thetemporal dimension. More importantly, there is no simultaneity between spae andtime. For these reasons, it seems appropriate to develop a spatio-temporal autore-gressive (STAR) model that allows for the dynami temporal e�et to be spatiallyadjusted and for the spatial e�et to be temporally adjusted.3 Another spatio-temporal modelThe spei�ation proposed in this paper is based on the usual hedoni prie model(HPM - equation 8), whih expresses the sale prie of a omplex good,3 staked inthe vetor y of dimension NT ×1, as a funtion of all the k di�erent harateristis ofthe good, staked in a vetor X of dimension NT ×K where K is the total numberof observed harateristis (Rosen, 1974).43Usually, the sale prie is onsidered using a logarithmi transformation sine this produes abetter approximation of the normal distribution and allows for a better ontrol of heteroskedastiity.4Inluding a onstant term.

9



y = Xβ + ǫ (8)Where β is a K × 1 vetor of oe�ients, to be estimated, re�eting the impliitprie of the harateristis and ǫ is a vetor of the error term of dimension NT × 1.As Smith and Wu (2009) proposed, the spei�ation an introdue some autore-gressive proess based on the STLM version of the HPM (equation 9). The dynamispatial e�et, whih an be seen as a time lagged peer e�et (Coleman et al., 1966;Manski, 1993), is based on past observations that aount for spatial reality. Thismodel an also be seen as a natural extension of the hedoni prie equation aount-ing for omparable sales, an approah usually adopted by real estate professionals(DesRosiers et al., 2011).
y = yt−1ρ+Xβ + ǫ (9)Where ρ is an unknown parameter to be estimated that represents the e�et ofneighbouring house pries or dynami spatial e�et. yt−1 is a time dynami spatiale�et variable or spatially time lagged value of the dependent variable y based on aspatio-temporal weight matrix, W , that an be seen as a kernel that onsiders salesthat ourred within a given earlier time period, de�ned within a threshold timeperiod, and in a given viinity, identi�ed using a threshold distane (equation 10).

yt−1 =W1y (10)The spatio-temporal weight matrix, W1, is based on a spatial weight matrix,
S1, and a temporal weights matrix, T1, of dimension NT × NT to be onstruted.One the spatial and temporal weight matries are de�ned, the Hadamard5 matrixprodut is used to obtain a unique spatio-temporal weight matrix that aounts for5De�ning a produt-to-produt multipliation of matries. Thus, a general element of thespatio-temporal weight matrix an be expressed as w1ij

= s1ij ∗ t1ij .10



spatial dimension as well as temporal dimension simultaneously (equation 11).
W1 = S1 ⊙ T1 (11)The �nal de�nition of the spatio-temporal weight matrix, W1 an then be nor-malized, as usual, to ensure that yt−1 is a mean value of y observed before in a givenviinity.A general element of the spatial weight matrix S1 of dimension NT × NT , s1ij ,is determined by an inverse distane funtion based on Eulidian distane betweenobservations i and j, dij. The inverse distane funtion an onsider di�erent ef-fets by introduing a penalty parameter on distane, α, that an take the valuesof 0 (dummies indiators), 1 (inverse geographi distane) or 2 (inverse square ge-ographi distane). Moreover, the spei�ation an assume that the e�et is nullwhen distane is too large. To ensure this, a ritial distane ut-o� value, d, an beintrodued (equation 12). Suh spei�ation onsiders ontiguity as a speial ase.6

s1ij =











d−α
ij if dij ≤ d

0 otherwise (12)Supposing that data have been previously hronologially ordered, a generalelement, t1ij , of the temporal weight matrix T1, of dimension NT ×NT , is determinedby a time funtion based on time elapsed between sales (or observations) i and
j. The time elapsed between observations, de�ned by vi − vj where vi is the timedimension onsidered by modellers (days, months, quarters, years, et.), an be usedto onstrut an inverse distane funtion7, similar to the one of spatial relation, usingan exogenous penalty parameter, γ. The penalty parameter an take a value of 0(dummies indiators), 1 (inverse time distane) or 2 (inverse square time distane).6Note that a ontiguity relations matrix an be viewed as a speial ase of the de�nition when
α = 0 and the ut-o� distane d is adapted to eah observation and is omparatively small so thatonly immediate neighbours have a de�ned relation.7Sine the value of vi − vj an be negative (i is observed after j), the de�nition has to useabsolute values to insure that the matrix T has non-negative values.11



Moreover, the spei�ation an introdue limitation on time e�et by introduing aritial time distane ut-o�, v (equation 13).8
t1ij =























|vi − vj |
−γ if |vi − vj | < v

1 if vi = vj ∀i 6= j

0 otherwise (13)One of the two main di�erenes between the approah proposed by Pae etal. (1998) and the approah developed here is the de�nition of the autoregressivefuntion (equations 3 and 6). The model assumes that the spatio-temporal lagin�uene, de�ned in equation 9, expliitly onsiders the multidiretional spatial e�etand the unidiretional time e�et in a single weight matrix (equation 11). Thede�nition of the single weight matrix is similar to that developed by Smith and Wu(2009) and eliminates potential spurious spatial relations among observations (Dubéand Legros, 2010 forthoming). By using the lower triangular part of the T1 matrix,the spatio-temporal lag variable aptures the dynami e�et of prie determinationin a given viinity. The spatio-temporal lag oe�ient represents a dynami peere�et, whih is di�erent from Smith and Wu's spei�ation.However, this spei�ation does not ensure that all spatial spillover e�et thatould be generated by omitted spatial variables from the HPM model is ompletelytaken into onsideration. The seond main di�erene with the STLM and the STARmodel lies in the introdution of a spatial dependene e�et. To aount for thispossibility, the model introdues a spatial error model (SEM) based on the spe-i�ation of a possible spatial relation, among the error terms within a given timeperiod (equation 14).
ǫ = λW0ǫ+ u (14)8The de�nition of the temporal weight matrix adopted here generalized the spei�ation of Paeet al. (1998, 2000) and Smith and Wu (2009). 12



Where u is an independent and identially distributed error term of dimension
NT × 1, λ is a salar and unknown parameter to be estimated and W0 is anotherspatio-temporal weight matrix based on a di�erent de�nition of the spatial relations(S0) and the temporal relations (T0). These di�erent weight matries an be obtainedusing the same spei�ation of S1 and T1 by using di�erent ut-o� riteria, de�ned bythe d and v values (equations 12 and 13), or by using di�erent penalty parameters,de�ned by the α and γ parameters in the same equations. TheW0 matrix, de�ned inequation (15), is then standardized9 and an be viewed as a spatio-temporal kernelused to evaluate the spatial dependene e�et over a given time period.

W0 = S0 ⊙ T0 (15)The spei�ation of model (equation 16) is de�ned by the STLM using a uniquespatio-temporal weight matrix (equation 9) and a SEM using another spatio-temporalweight matrix10.
y = yt−1ρ+Xβ + ǫ

ǫ = λW0ǫ+ u

(16)The model an also inlude more dynami e�ets in the model as in equationby developing di�erent spatio-temporal matries that take into aount further lagsdynami time e�ets (equation 17). These further lags dynami e�ets an be ob-tained by using a di�erent spei�ation of the time weight matrix, Tr, using di�erentritial time distane ut-o�, vr. 11.
Wr = S1 ⊙ Tr (17)9The matrix is standardized to ensure omparability between results, as is the ase for thespatial weight and/or spatio-temporal weight matrix.10The model an be estimated using the maximum likelihood SEM routine developed by LeSageon the MatLab software by previously generating the yt−1 variable given theW1 matrix onstrutedand adding it to the left hand side (independent variables) of the equation.11It should be noted that the resulting time weight matrix is obtained by removing the previoustime e�et: Tr − Tr−1. 13



Using the new time weight matries, it is possible to onstrut new time lagvariables (equation 18).
yt−r =Wry (18)The new variables, whih onsist of di�erent vetors of spatially time laggeddependent variables over r periods, are based on di�erent spatio-temporal matriesand staked in a matrix, Yt−r (equation 19) that an be introdued in the origi-nal spei�ation. The φr vetor of unknown oe�ients assoiated with eah timelagged variables represents the dynami time peer e�ets assoiated with the housingmarket and allows the evaluation of the persistene of suh e�et.

y = Yt−rρr +Xβ + ǫwhere ǫ = λW0ǫ+ u

(19)Of ourse, the STAR model an be extended, in the same way, to inlude dynamie�ets over some, or all, of the independent variables.4 DataThe data used to estimate the STAR model omes from the �Base d'InformationsEonomiques Notariales� (BIEN), ompiled by Frenh notaries, who have the monopolyin registering real estate transations. In Frane, all real estate transations are reg-istered by a notary, who heks the property rights, drafts the legal sales ontratand deed, sends the reord to the Mortgage Registry (in Frenh �Conservation deshypothèques�) and ollets the stamp duty for the government. Notaries thereforehave aess to the transation prie and the dwelling harateristis that are writtenin the sales ontrat. Moreover, eah notary has to send information on the priefethed by the property to the tax authorities, sine a sales tax, as a funtion of the14



prie, is levied on transations. In priniple, the data over all sales; they provideatual transation pries; the series are available for regular intervals and over a longtime period; data frequeny is adequate as the notaries must send the informationand pay the sales tax to the Finane Ministry within two months after a sale.The database ontains the address of the dwelling, whih makes it possible togeoloate the sale by longitude and latitude. This information is useful for reatingspatial distane and weight matries. It also ontains information about the har-ateristis of the dwelling: type of dwelling, date of sale, living area (in m2), dateof onstrution, number of rooms, mean area/room, number of bathrooms, numberof garages or parking spaes, and for apartments, �oor level and presene of a lift,number of servie rooms (Table 1). Many physial amenities of the dwelling haveto be disarded sine they are not su�iently doumented.INSERT TABLE 1 HERETo estimate the STAR model, real estate pries and strutural harateristis onapartments sold in Paris, Frane, between 1990 and 2001 are used. The �nal database sample ontains 127,787 observations. The Paris urban region, �Ile de Frane�is formed by four departments (Paris, Hauts-de-Seine, Seine-Saint-Denis and Val-de-Marne). This information is used to introdue some �xed e�ets on sale priesover spae and apture, in some way, the e�et of omitted spatial variables in theprie equation, sine the average sales pries vary among the departments (Table2). The Paris department represents more than half of the total sales, while thefrequeny of sales varies with the years onsidered (Table 3).INSERT TABLES 2 AND 3 HEREBeause our �nal sample is quite large, omputations an be very time-andmemory-onsuming. For this reason, the models are estimated using a sub-sampleof 10,000 observations drawn by simple random sample. However, in order to hek15



the stability of our results, we use three random sub-samples ontaining 10,000 ob-servations eah. The statistis desribing the sub-sample are omparable to those ofthe total sample (Tables 4, 5 and 6) while the spatial dispersion of the observationsis quite similar (Maps 1, 2 and 3).INSERT TABLES 4, 5 AND 6 HEREINSERT MAPS 1, 2 AND 3 HERE5 ResultsThe �rst step is to build the spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal matries to beused in the estimation proess. Two spei�ations of spatial weight matries areused: i) one with the inverse square distane, based on a 500 metres kernel, S1, toreate the spatio-temporal lagged matrix, W1, de�ned in equation (11); ii) and onebased on the (15) losest neighbours, S0, to alulate the spatio-temporal weightmatrix, W0, de�ned in equation (15). Three temporal matries are onstruted: i)one that aounts for past value of the two quarters before T1; ii) one that aountsfor past value of the four quarters before T2, to onstrut the dynami spatial e�etvariables, yt−1 and yt−2, (equation 11);12 iii) and one that aounts for the presentperiod as well as one year prior, T0, to onstrut the spatio-temporal weight matrixused to ontrol for spatial e�et in temporal ontext, W0, as de�ned in equation(15).The seond step onsists in de�ning a prie equation (equation 8) that inludesthe di�erent physial amenities available: the living area (in square metres), thenumber of bathrooms, the presene of a lift in the building, the presene of a garage,the presene of a terrae, the presene of olletive heating, the time period whenthe apartment was onstruted and the �oor on whih the apartment is loated. To12The original matrix that ontained past values of two quarters before T1 had to be subtratedfrom the matrix ontaining the four quarters before T2 to ensure that the �nal spei�ation inludedonly data observed between two and four quarters.16



ensure that the model ontrols for some loation di�erenes, dummies identifyingresidential �xed e�ets within the departments are introdued in the model. Finally,sine the database has an important temporal dimension, dummy time variables arealso introdued to the prie equation to ontrol for the nominal aspet of the salesprie.The oe�ients related to the physial amenities in the HPM all have the ex-peted signs and suggest that apartments with better failities are sold at higherpries. The oe�ient related to the living area is greater than one, suggesting thatpries are strongly related to the total living area. This may be harateristi ofapartments in urban areas, and espeially in Paris sine apartments are quite smalland rare. There is an important result for the loation dummies identifying thedepartment where the apartment is situated. It learly shows that apartments soldin Seine-Saint-Denis are less expensive than apartments sold elsewhere in the Parisarea. The model suggests that the age e�et is not linear. The prie is lower forapartments built before 1850 and for apartments built between 1850 and 1980, whileit is higher for those onstruted between 1980 and 2000 (Column 1 in Tables 7, 8and 9). It also suggests that the same onlusion an be drawn regarding the �oorthe apartment is on. As ompared to apartments on the ground �oor, those loatedhigher ommand a market premium that rises from the �rst �oor to the third andfourth �oor, but delines for those loated higher than the �fth. The results areshown to be very stable onsidering the sub-samples used and the HPM aountfor about 77% to 79% of the total variane of the sales pries. However, Moran's
I statisti13, varying between 0.19 and 0.20, shows that spatial dependene amongresiduals of the model is statistially signi�ant, suggesting that an appropriatemethod should be used.INSERT TABLES 7, 8 and 9 HEREThe �rst spei�ation estimated uses a dynami lagged peer e�et, whih an13Evaluate using the spatio-temporal weight matrix de�nition in equation (14).17



be seen as a general ase of the STLM (equation 9). The point of interest lies inthe oe�ients assoiated with the spatio-temporal lagged variable terms that arestrongly signi�ant and high (about 0.20 for the �rst lag and 0.01 for the seond lag- Column 2 in Tables 7, 8 and 9). The estimated oe�ients are omparable but themodel has a greater preditive power sine it an explain between 80% and 83% ofthe total variane, whih is almost 3 perentage points higher than the OLS method.The substantial rise in the R2 suggests that there is an important gain from usingthe spei�ation that onsiders the spatially dynami temporal e�et. However,spatial autoorrelation among residuals remains, as shown by the Moran's I indiesthat vary between 0.09 and 0.12. If there is a slight deline in the indies, it is notenough to entirely eliminate the spatial dependene among residuals. Even whenontrolling for potential spatial dynami e�ets, there is still spatial autoorrelationamong residuals, and this suggests that it is important to inorporate both e�etsin a omplete model.The introdution of the error autoregressive proess (equation 19) redues theimpat of the lagged peer e�et variables, even if it is still signi�ant. The redutionin the estimated oe�ients suggests that there is more than just a spatio-temporallag pattern in prie determination. Both the spatio-temporal lag e�et and thespatio-temporal error e�et prove to be highly signi�ant (Column 3 in Tables 7,8 and 9). The �nal results suggest that some spatial autoorrelation estimated isin fat the result of a dynami proess over time, as it an be seen by omparingthe STAR results to the lassi SEM using a spatial matrix based on the 15 nearestneighbours, S0 (Column 4 in Tables 7, 8 and 9). Thus, the hypothesis that the SEMapproah overestimates the impat of latent spatial omponent annot be, partially,rejeted sine the estimated oe�ients for the SEM are statistially di�erent fromthat obtained with the STAR model. The di�erenes between oe�ients are smallerthan the sums of the oe�ients related to the time dynami prie variables, whihsuggests that spatio-temporal struture also have an important role to play on the18



estimated oe�ients. This situation supports another hypothesis, previously high-lighted, that the spei�ation of the matrix used to alulate the spillover e�et inresiduals fails to apture the total e�et of the oe�ients related to the dynamie�et.14The temporal dynami e�et, whih an be seen as the in�uene of omparablesales by real estate professionals, plays a signi�ant role in the model by improvingprie predition, as shown by higher R2 and R2 (Column 3 vs Column 4 in Tables7, 8 and 9). Nevertheless, the STAR model suggests that the omparable salesapproah alone is not enough to explain the total prie determination proess overspae, suggesting that the apartment prie is not only onditioned by the individualharateristis and by its spatial loation, but also by the past observed prieslose to the apartment sold. Even when the spei�ation of the spatial distanematrix used to onstrut the dynami variables is hanged, the oe�ients are stillomparable and highly signi�ant.156 DisussionThe STAR model developed onsiders both spae and time dimensions simultane-ously, in a �exible and elegant way, based on di�erent de�nitions of spatio-temporalweight matries while exploiting existing spatial eonometri methods. The mainontribution of this paper is to propose a general way to onsider time and spatiale�ets in statistial modelling when data onsist of individual observations reordedover time and when individuals are seldom observed more than one. By onstrut-ing weight matries based on spatial relations as well as temporal weight matriesbased on time relations, the approah proposes a simple way to onsider the multi-14However, it an be noted that there is a positive relation between the number of neighboursonsidered and the estimated oe�ient, suggesting that suh matrix an be used to alibratethe optimal number of neighbours neessary to totally eliminate spatial autoorrelation amongresiduals.15Other estimations have been made using a kernel in�uene varying between 500 metres and2,000 metres and the oe�ients do not hange muh.19



diretional e�et of spae and the unidiretional e�et of time.Di�erent spatio-temporal weight matries are built with respet to the di�erentversions of the spatial weight matries and temporal weight matries by using theHadamard matrix produt. The spei�ation of the spatio-temporal weight matrixhas the advantage of imposing onstraints from temporal reality on the spatial el-ements and from spatial reality on temporal elements. The approah permits theintrodution of new variables related to the dynami e�et, and simple statistialtests, suh as t statistis, an be used to evaluate the relevane of the dynami hy-pothesis in the prie determination proess. Sine many software pakages o�er theeonometri spatial error model spei�ation, the STAR model developed here anbe simply estimated by onstruting spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal weightmatries.However, like any other statistial appliation, the model developed relies onsome impliit assumptions that ould have impliations for the estimations: thehoie of funtional form, the stability of oe�ients over time, the linearity ofthe relation in parameters, the omission of possible signi�ant variables and thepossibility of introduing seletivity bias by using only partial information, sinethe houses sold may have di�erent harateristis from the total housing stok.More importantly, the results suggest that some of the spatial latent relation thatis aptured through the oe�ient related to the error lag spei�ation is in fat aresult of a temporal e�et that is, otherwise, not inluded in the spei�ation of thehedoni prie model.In our view, this approah an easily be transposed to several other appliationsin eonomi geography and regional siene when both dimensions (spatial andtemporal) are present while the data base is not of a panel or pseudo-panel type.It should be interesting to see whether or not this approah an be used in otherappliations sine the STAR model developed in Setion 3 is general. It is importantto address the problem of the spatial dimension and temporal dimension orretly,20



sine the e�et of one dimension an falsely be attributed to the other.7 ConlusionThe paper presents a spatio-temporal autoregressive (STAR) model based on aspatio-temporal lag model (STLM) as well as on the spatial error model (SEM) byonstruting di�erent spatio-temporal weight matries. The spatio-temporal weightmatries aount for the harateristis of spatial data olleted over time withoutbeing panel or pseudo-panel data. While the spatial e�et is quite important inresearh where the geographial dimension is known, as is the ase with real es-tate, few studies have further investigated the e�et of time in prie determination(Gelfand et al., 1998). When this has been done, most of the studies suggest thatthe e�et is signi�ant, but not important. This may explain why the question hasreeived little attention to date. However, the results obtained in this paper suggestthat this onlusion may not be generalized to all appliations. The STAR modeldeveloped permits the evaluation of the latent spatial spillover e�et as well as thetime dynami e�et by onstruting dynami variables using spatial and temporalmatries de�ned �a priori�.Based on real estate data, we show how the proposed model an easily be es-timated using the existing spatial toolbox from Matlab or other software pakagesby onstruting di�erent weight matries. Using data for apartment sales in Parisbetween 1990 and 2001, the model is estimated with onsideration given to spaeand time. The results learly show that the dynami e�et is an important ompo-nent of prie determination that is, otherwise, falsely aptured by spatial relations.Moreover, the results show that the spei�ation of dynami onsideration is quitestable with respet to the struture used to alulate the new variable that is usedin the regression model.The main ontribution of the paper is to present a simple and elegant way to21



onsider both dimensions (spae and time) in a generating proess that is di�er-ent from the usual panel or pseudo-panel approahes. Sine it has been proventhat spatio-temporal spei�ation an have several in�uenes on the estimated la-tent spatial spillover e�et, this approah an be used in other researh �elds. Itwould be interesting to see the performane of suh spei�ations in other researhinorporating both dimensions: spae and time dimensions.
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Table 1: Desription of variablesVariables DesriptionPrie Transation priein e (before tax)Area Floor spae (m2)Lift Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Number of bathrooms Number of bathroomsTerrae Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Garage Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Colletive heating Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Built before 1850 Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Built between 1850-1913 Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Built between 1914-1947 Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Built between 1948-1969 Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Built between 1970-1980 Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Built between 1981-1991 Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Built after 1991 Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Departments i Dummy: yes = 1if apartment sold in department i, no = 0Paris Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Hauts de Seine Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Seine Saint Denis Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Val de Marne Dummy: yes = 1, no = 0Sold in year t Dummy: yes = 1if apartment sold in year t, no = 0Table 2: Summary - Desriptive statistis for all observationsVariables Mean Std Min. Q1 Q2 Q3 Max.Prie in e 148,399.89 117,723.00 1,638.00 76,230.00 114,345.00 182,910.00 3,060,167.00Area 61.85 28.99 10.00 42.00 56.00 75.00 699.00Prie by departmentParis 168,840.23 135,749.11 3,060.00 83,840.00 129,600.00 205,840.00 3,060,167.00Hauts de Seine 156,832.68 103,405.74 5,936.00 91,440.00 129,858.00 194,400.00 1,837,125.00Seine Saint Denis 76,288.49 36,303.60 1,638.00 52,836.00 70,140.00 93,000.00 487,800.00Val de Marne 108,471.79 62,541.93 4,554.00 70,136.00 93,013.00 128,069.00 1,021,410.00Std: standard deviation, Min.: minimum, Q1: �rst quartile, Q2: median, Q3: third quartile, Max.: maximum.Observations: 127,787 28



Table 3: Summary - Desriptive statistis for all observationsVariables Number of transations Perentage of transationsDepartmentsParis 67,111 52.72Hauts de Seine 29,559 23.22Seine Saint Denis 12,384 9.73Val de Marne 18,233 14.32Year1990 5,396 4.241991 5,744 4.511992 8,177 6.421993 9,176 7.211994 11,139 8.751995 9,283 7.291996 12,898 10.131997 12,674 9.961998 13,284 10.441999 16,358 12.852000 13,540 10.642001 9,618 7.56Observations: 127,787
Table 4: Summary - Desriptive statistis of sample I (10,000 observations)Variables Mean Std Min. Q1 Q2 Q3 Max.Prie in e 148,541.59 117,487.95 3,060.00 76,230.00 11,4351.50 182,913.00 1,524,600.00Living area 62.10 29.07 13.00 42.00 56.00 75.00 456.00Prie by department in eParis 168,800.96 136,740.72 3,060.00 83,839.00 129,584.00 205,813.00 1,524,600.00Hauts de Seine 15,5076.41 97,111.42 15,249.00 91,468.00 129,600.00 194,348.00 1,006,080.00Seine Saint Denis 76,207.91 36,668.25 13,710.00 51,815.00 70,144.00 95,288.00 2,63,100.00Val de Marne 109,071.03 65,312.00 13,268.00 70,128.00 95,985.00 129,404.00 1,021,410.00Std: standard deviation, Min.: minimum, Q1: �rst quartile, Q2: median, Q3: third quartile, Max.: maximum.Observations: 10,000
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Table 5: Summary - Desriptive statistis of sample II (10,000 observations)Variables Mean Std Min. Q1 Q2 Q3 Max.Prie in e 147,659.03 116,223.96 7,613.00 76,224.00 114,342.00 180,664.00 1,798,797.00Living area 61.450 28.36 12.00 42.00 56.00 74.00 429.00Prie by department in eParis 167,348.82 131,619.47 7613.00 83,844.50 129,603.50 205,794.00 1,798,797.00Hauts de Seine 157,471.62 106,465.87 13,716.00 89,930.00 129,562.50 194,350.00 1,036,574.00Seine Saint Denis 75,965.71 37,467.80 7,632.00 51,454.50 70,143.00 91,492.00 320,150.00Val de Marne 106,802.55 63,946.29 10,656.00 68,600.00 93,015.50 126,400.00 731,717.00Std: standard deviation, Min.: minimum, Q1: �rst quartile, Q2: median, Q3: third quartile, Max.: maximum.Observations: 10,000

Table 6: Summary - Desriptive statistis of sample III (10,000 observations)Variables Mean Std Min. Q1 Q2 Q3 Max.Prie in e 149,964.53 119,569.19 9,144.00 76,240.00 114350.00 182952.00 1,392,000.00Living area 62.07 29.50 15.00 42.00 56.00 75.00 340.00Prie by department in eParis 169,653.81 136,507.16 9,300.00 83,860.00 129,583.00 205,840.00 1,392,000.00Hauts de Seine 159,710.71 107,884.58 9,144.00 91,450.00 132,600.00 198,208.00 1,295,680.00Seine Saint Denis 76,765.61 36,620.01 10,660.00 53,352.00 71,446.00 93,300.00 304,980.00Val de Marne 108,601.62 63,980.83 9,150.00 71,665.00 91,480.00 125,001.00 716,600.00Std: standard deviation, Min.: minimum, Q1: �rst quartile, Q2: median, Q3: third quartile, Max.: maximum.Observations: 10,000
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Figure 1: Spatial dispersion of sales in the Greater urban area of Paris - Sample 1.
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Figure 2: Spatial dispersion of sales in the Greater urban area of Paris - Sample 2.
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Figure 3: Spatial dispersion of sales in the Greater urban area of Paris - Sample 3.
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Table 7: Estimation results for sub-sample I (�W0 = S0 for SEM�)OLS model STLM model STAR model SEM modelVariable Coe�ients t value Coe�ients t value Coe�ients t value Coe�ients t value
yt−1 - - 0.2246 37.54 0.1521 56.73 - -
yt−2 - - 0.0098 8.13 0.0065 5.50 - -Constant 6.6012 155.81 4.3099 59.60 5.1098 295.99 6.7371 677.22Log living area (m2) 1.1265 129.47 1.0646 129.21 1.0542 133.41 1.0744 142.36Lift 0.1262 15.28 0.0877 11.34 0.0747 10.20 0.0883 11.83Log Number of bathrooms 0.2677 15.32 0.2453 15.11 0.2285 15.00 0.2341 15.09Terrae 0.0939 5.57 0.0935 5.98 0.0953 6.46 0.0944 6.26Garage 0.0348 4.14 0.0389 4.99 0.0501 6.78 0.0511 6.76Colletive heating 0.0404 2.89 0.0414 3.19 0.0289 2.36 0.0240 1.93Built before 1850 ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Built between 1850-1913 -0.0857 -4.94 -0.0676 -4.19 -0.0449 -2.96 -0.0497 -3.79Built between 1914-1947 -0.1121 -6.09 -0.0838 -4.90 -0.0545 -3.36 -0.0636 -4.52Built between 1948-1969 -0.1685 -9.20 -0.1360 -7.99 -0.0869 -5.35 -0.0911 -6.37Built between 1970-1980 -0.1842 -9.63 -0.1383 -7.76 -0.0733 -4.31 -0.0755 -4.90Built between 1981-1991 -0.0370 -1.66 -0.0120 -0.58 0.0541 2.72 0.0626 3.37Built between 1992-2000 0.1626 7.53 0.1686 8.40 0.2393 12.40 0.2599 14.64Ground ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Floor 1 0.0545 3.89 0.0604 4.64 0.0573 4.75 0.0541 4.65Floor 2 0.0802 5.70 0.0830 6.35 0.0812 6.71 0.0795 6.83Floor 3 0.0907 6.38 0.0914 6.92 0.0894 7.29 0.0882 7.44Floor 4 0.0858 5.87 0.0923 6.80 0.0906 7.18 0.0868 7.06Floor 5 and more 0.0574 4.18 0.0683 5.35 0.0690 5.81 0.0640 5.57Seine Saint Denis ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Paris 0.6853 57.47 0.5162 43.03 0.5829 36.34 0.6875 50.04Hauts de Seine 0.4720 38.07 0.3243 26.64 0.3896 23.23 0.4902 32.11Val de Marne 0.2481 18.67 0.1782 14.24 0.2061 11.64 0.2506 14.62Sold in 1990 ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Sold in 1991 0.0365 1.71 -0.0411 -1.92 -0.0198 -1.00 0.0287 1.66Sold in 1992 -0.0430 -2.15 -0.1107 -5.40 -0.0890 -4.73 -0.0417 -2.67Sold in 1993 -0.1130 -5.79 -0.1900 -9.39 -0.1687 -9.05 -0.1205 -7.88Sold in 1994 -0.1180 -6.26 -0.1938 -9.79 -0.1675 -9.20 -0.1189 -8.16Sold in 1995 -0.1679 -8.58 -0.2379 -11.66 -0.2159 -11.52 -0.1689 -11.05Sold in 1996 -0.2599 -14.10 -0.3362 -17.32 -0.3102 -17.32 -0.2585 -18.18Sold in 1997 -0.2727 -14.62 -0.3502 -17.86 -0.3193 -17.56 -0.2650 -18.23Sold in 1998 -0.2668 -14.45 -0.3464 -17.72 -0.3129 -17.27 -0.2560 -17.83Sold in 1999 -0.2002 -11.16 -0.2841 -14.83 -0.2533 -14.24 -0.1961 -14.14Sold in 2000 -0.1467 -7.92 -0.2211 -11.23 -0.1864 -10.18 -0.1327 -9.16Sold in 2001 -0.0951 -4.83 -0.1710 -8.27 -0.1281 -6.64 -0.0704 -4.57Lambda - - - - 0.6290 54.59 0.7260 63.52
R2 0.7717 - 0.8031 - 0.8220 - 0.8130 -
R

2 0.7710 - 0.8025 - 0.8214 - 0.8124 -Moran's I 0.1911 67.74 0.1036 36.79 - - - -34



Table 8: Estimation results for sub-sample II (�W0 = S0 for SEM�)OLS model STLM model STAR model SEM modelVariable Coe�ients t value Coe�ients t value Coe�ients t value Coe�ients t value
yt−1 - - 0.2104 37.11 0.1439 56.32 - -
yt−2 - - 0.0113 9.73 0.0079 6.82 - -Constant 6.6612 155.71 4.5214 65.06 5.2390 310.87 6.7650 662.97Log living area (m2) 1.1206 126.51 1.0584 126.33 1.0524 131.47 1.0765 140.96Lift 0.1285 15.39 0.0871 11.14 0.0706 9.57 0.0845 11.19Log Number of bathrooms 0.2418 13.87 0.2386 14.75 0.2193 14.52 0.2153 13.93Terrae 0.1402 8.36 0.1413 9.09 0.1432 9.82 0.1409 9.43Garage 0.0277 3.32 0.0324 4.19 0.0432 5.92 0.0432 5.78Colletive heating 0.0035 0.25 0.0088 0.67 -0.0032 -0.26 -0.0068 -0.54Built before 1850 ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Built between 1850-1913 -0.1394 -7.58 -0.1203 -7.05 -0.1025 -6.43 -0.1088 -8.16Built between 1914-1947 -0.1551 -8.06 -0.1297 -7.26 -0.1043 -6.18 -0.1129 -7.95Built between 1948-1969 -0.2123 -11.11 -0.1787 -10.07 -0.1356 -8.07 -0.1410 -9.79Built between 1970-1980 -0.2221 -11.08 -0.1796 -9.65 -0.1168 -6.60 -0.1178 -7.55Built between 1981-1991 -0.0876 -3.81 -0.0563 -2.64 0.0043 0.21 0.0091 0.49Built between 1992-2000 0.1344 6.01 0.1328 6.41 0.2097 10.56 0.2351 13.12Ground ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Floor 1 0.0678 4.81 0.0721 5.52 0.0753 6.23 0.0751 6.43Floor 2 0.0881 6.30 0.0923 7.12 0.0967 8.10 0.0954 8.29Floor 3 0.1073 7.54 0.1116 8.46 0.1146 9.42 0.1123 9.55Floor 4 0.1109 7.47 0.1215 8.82 0.1165 9.15 0.1091 8.77Floor 5 and more 0.0724 5.30 0.0812 6.41 0.0903 7.67 0.0888 7.79Seine Saint Denis ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Paris 0.6921 58.85 0.5260 44.78 0.5946 39.33 0.6965 52.34Hauts de Seine 0.4821 39.41 0.3351 28.02 0.4041 25.23 0.5044 33.92Val de Marne 0.2381 18.13 0.1764 14.33 0.1847 10.84 0.2185 13.07Sold in 1990 ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Sold in 1991 0.0114 0.55 -0.0682 -3.24 -0.0440 -2.25 0.0144 0.85Sold in 1992 -0.0335 -1.73 -0.1142 -5.76 -0.0947 -5.20 -0.0370 -2.43Sold in 1993 -0.0914 -4.77 -0.1809 -9.11 -0.1624 -8.84 -0.0976 -6.43Sold in 1994 -0.1183 -6.42 -0.2052 -10.63 -0.1828 -10.23 -0.1174 -8.15Sold in 1995 -0.1774 -9.38 -0.2672 -13.52 -0.2462 -13.42 -0.1832 -12.24Sold in 1996 -0.2471 -13.58 -0.3295 -17.23 -0.3052 -17.23 -0.2434 -17.09Sold in 1997 -0.2672 -14.63 -0.3521 -18.37 -0.3202 -17.92 -0.2534 -17.62Sold in 1998 -0.2572 -14.25 -0.3439 -17.94 -0.3134 -17.53 -0.2461 -17.36Sold in 1999 -0.2060 -11.69 -0.2968 -15.81 -0.2660 -15.14 -0.1958 -14.19Sold in 2000 -0.1282 -7.10 -0.2209 -11.50 -0.1857 -10.30 -0.1131 -7.95Sold in 2001 -0.0706 -3.71 -0.1548 -7.72 -0.1205 -6.41 -0.0532 -3.51Lambda - - - - 0.6360 55.25 0.7330 63.95
R2 0.7727 - 0.8045 - 0.8249 - 0.8152 -
R

2 0.772 - 0.8039 - 0.8244 - 0.8146 -Moran's I 0.1911 69.96 0.1136 40.35 - - - -35



Table 9: Estimation results for sub-sample III (�W0 = S0 for SEM�)OLS model STLM model STAR model SEM modelVariable Coe�ients t value Coe�ients t value Coe�ients t value Coe�ients t value
yt−1 - - 0.2719 42.90 0.1967 56.98 - -
yt−2 - - 0.0120 10.78 0.0085 7.62 - -Constant 6.6114 160.47 3.8496 51.98 4.6417 158.82 6.7157 988.84Log living area (m2) 1.1399 133.16 1.0568 131.84 1.0579 138.30 1.0923 145.54Lift 0.1166 14.47 0.0726 9.83 0.0624 8.85 0.0770 10.61Log Number of bathrooms 0.2647 15.46 0.2453 15.74 0.2331 15.81 0.2363 15.55Terrae 0.1025 6.27 0.1049 7.05 0.1092 7.73 0.1106 7.59Garage 0.0266 3.26 0.0306 4.12 0.0421 5.92 0.0449 6.13Colletive heating 0.0215 1.63 0.0209 1.74 0.0053 0.47 -0.0005 -0.05Built before 1850 ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Built between 1850-1913 -0.1417 -8.13 -0.1102 -6.95 -0.0920 -6.21 -0.1036 -8.10Built between 1914-1947 -0.1484 -8.12 -0.1176 -7.07 -0.0908 -5.80 -0.0983 -7.32Built between 1948-1969 -0.2050 -11.30 -0.1536 -9.29 -0.1139 -7.29 -0.1258 -9.12Built between 1970-1980 -0.2181 -11.55 -0.1621 -9.42 -0.1067 -6.50 -0.1082 -7.25Built between 1981-1991 -0.0820 -3.74 -0.0369 -1.85 0.0178 0.94 0.0195 1.09Built between 1992-2000 0.1352 6.39 0.1439 7.48 0.2089 11.26 0.2371 13.83Ground ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Floor 1 0.0692 5.05 0.0704 5.65 0.0606 5.23 0.0591 5.25Floor 2 0.0880 6.45 0.0939 7.57 0.0905 7.83 0.0863 7.62Floor 3 0.0820 5.97 0.0907 7.25 0.0871 7.48 0.0831 7.27Floor 4 0.0904 6.40 0.0985 7.66 0.0934 7.77 0.0899 7.59Floor 5 and more 0.0534 4.02 0.0685 5.66 0.0698 6.16 0.0649 5.84Seine Saint Denis ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Paris 0.6900 60.60 0.4802 42.07 0.5593 37.90 0.6989 53.67Hauts de Seine 0.4695 39.70 0.2800 24.19 0.3505 22.68 0.4890 33.90Val de Marne 0.2447 19.06 0.1533 12.92 0.1849 11.28 0.2458 15.09Sold in 1990 ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.Sold in 1991 0.0109 0.52 -0.0626 -3.06 -0.0418 -2.19 0.0180 1.07Sold in 1992 -0.0567 -2.92 -0.1242 -6.44 -0.0993 -5.58 -0.0400 -2.69Sold in 1993 -0.1170 -6.00 -0.2017 -10.29 -0.1785 -9.82 -0.1139 -7.60Sold in 1994 -0.1340 -7.12 -0.2125 -11.20 -0.1931 -10.97 -0.1311 -9.12Sold in 1995 -0.1973 -10.15 -0.2765 -14.07 -0.2505 -13.70 -0.1861 -12.39Sold in 1996 -0.2491 -13.55 -0.3363 -17.92 -0.3133 -17.98 -0.2460 -17.63Sold in 1997 -0.2865 -15.32 -0.3738 -19.68 -0.3485 -19.62 -0.2769 -19.33Sold in 1998 -0.2899 -15.91 -0.3739 -20.09 -0.3436 -19.71 -0.2724 -19.55Sold in 1999 -0.2288 -12.76 -0.3104 -16.92 -0.2831 -16.47 -0.2132 -15.62Sold in 2000 -0.1362 -7.45 -0.2295 -12.23 -0.1978 -11.19 -0.1211 -8.72Sold in 2001 -0.0685 -3.51 -0.1500 -7.58 -0.1132 -6.09 -0.0403 -2.71lambda - - - - 0.6070 45.16 0.7380 64.22
R2 0.7881 - 0.8248 - 0.8396 - 0.8279 -
R

2 0.7874 - 0.8242 - 0.8391 - 0.8274 -Moran's I 0.1949 70.90 0.0926 32.78 - - - -36
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